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Lakes, Bays and Beaches
- An Ideal Recreational Setting
The Tuggerah, Budgewoland Munmorah Lakes,located on the Central
Coast of New South Wales less than 100 kilometres from Sydney, area
lIaluable recreational and tourist resource. The three Interconnected lakes
are attractille scenic areas and Important for commercial and amateur
fishing, pleasure boating and as feeding grounds and habitats for large
numbers of birds.
With the rapid population growth taking place In the region, the
recreational amenity of the lakes has assumed Increasing Importance.
This growth has highlighted a need to prese",e, as far as possible, the
natural beauty of the area for the many thousands of local res/oents and
lIisltors who use the lakes each year.
In recent years, there has been the expression of community concern
about Increasing siltation of the lakes, pollution, weed control and a
general deterioration In the quality of the lakes.
The GOllernment of New South Wales recognised the need to prese",e
the lakes system as a natural asset, and selleral years ago set up a
committee comprised of representatilles of lIarlous gOllernment authorities
together with the Wyong Shire Council, to look closely Into the extent of
problems associated with the lakes, and to recommend methods of
ollercomlng them. The Committee has now presented Its report to the
GOllernment.
The purpose of this brochure Is to outline the Committee's findings and
thus promote a better understanding of the problems aSSOCiated with the
lakes and methods of ollercomlng them.
Long-term maintenance and Improllement of the ecology of the lakes,
together with the delle/opment of recreational and foreshore facilities will
ensure that the lIaluable amenity of the Tuggerah Lakes system can be
enjoyed to the full.
JACK FERGUSON
Deputy Premier and ""n/ster tor Public Works

Cover: Toukley, nestling on Lake Budgewoi

A Message
from the Shire President
Wyong Shire Council has been a member of the
Inter-Departmental Committee since its inception. Council Is
anxious that the Tuggerah Lakes be preserved for the
enjoyment of al/.
The Committee has closely Investigated problems
associated with the lakes such as weed infestation and odour
and has proposed methods of overcoming them whilst
maintaining the sensitive ecological balance of the total lakes
environment.
In the near future, It Is hoped that Council in participation
with other authorities may be able to embark on a programme
of lakes management and development.
In the meantime, It Is Incumbent upon us aI/ to ensure that
we as a community do aI/ possible to protect this most valuable
part of our environment. I seek your continuing support In this
project.
F.N. (TIm) FARRELL, MBE, JP.
Shire President

Far left: The Entrance Channel
Left, top : Budgewoi with Toukley in the background
Left: Toukley, thriving community on the foreshore

The Tuggerah Lakes - The Future of the Waterway
A comprehensive development plan for the Tuggerah Lakes
and nearby areas was considered necessary as a result of
increasing population in the Wyong Shire and increased
recreational use of the lakes and the foreshores. The
population of the Shire, at present less than 60,000 is
expected to increase to over 200,000 by the year 2000.
The committee set up by the State Government to examine
problems associated with the lakes has assembled a valuable
store of knowledge and examined a wide range of questions
including:
• present uses of Tuggerah Lakes including the range
of recreational activity;
• the effect of power stations on the lakes;
• the weed problem;
• water quality and the general level of pollution ;
• future demand for waterway use.
The report contains recommendations for the development
of the recreational potential of the waterways which cover a
total area of 80 square kilometres . It also contains previously
unavailable data on a wide range of factors and problems
associated with the lakes which will be of invaluable
assistance to public authorities, developers and others in
increasing their understanding and knowledge of the lakes.

Right, top: There are popular caravan parks on the foreshores of the lakes
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Right: Wildlife
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RECOMMENDATIONS
•. . the wa terwa V areas of the
lakes should be used principallv for
recreation
The Committee has concluded that the Tuggerah Lakes waterway areas
should be used primarily for recreation as well as for power generation ,
commercial fishing and transport . This represents little change from
existing activities.
The principal recreational uses of the waterways are sailing , water
skiing and fishing. Foreshore areas are used for swimming , picnicking
and fishing . Both lakes and foreshores are used for activities such as
rowing , canoeing, birdwatching , hydroplaning and the use of float
planes.
The number of boats used in the lakes is expected to grow from an
estimated 3,000 at present, to 12,000 at the turn of the century .
There are conflicts at present between some recreational uses. At
Canton Beach and in The Entrance channel, an 8 knot speed limit helps
reduce problems associated with conflicting activities. Progressive
introduction of waterway zoning is a means of dealing with conflicts
between mutually incompatible activities such as fishing and water
skiing .
Future demand for increased facilities and water use is expected to
take place in the northern part of the lakes where the largest urban
growth is most likely. Increased pressure for recreational use of the lakes
is expected to the north of the area around The Entrance and Long Jetty
which is now near saturation point.
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The Committee believes that the use of Budgewoi Lake, the most
sheltered of the three lakes with the area 's most important waterbird
habitat, should be restricted to less active sports such as fishing ,
canoeing and bird watching . The construction of further boat ramps and
marinas for public use should not be permitted in Budgewoi Lake .
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.. . no satisfactory inexpensive method of controlling weed growth
on lake foreshores has been discovered
From time to time, large masses of decaying weeds are deposited over
extensive lengths of the shoreline. The problem caused by the weeds
discourages local residents and tourists from making greater use of the
lakes. Decomposing dead weed causes offensive smells, restricting
public enjoyment. The presence of weed is offensive to bathers and
commercial and amateur prawning is restricted . Boats are difficult to
launch and propellers and centre boards continually fouled .
However, it is stressed that seagrass is valuable as a food resource
and habitat for aquatic life, especially those fish species and crustaceans
important to commercial and amateur fishing .

Tests of various harvesting and physical control techniques should
continue in an attempt to limit the amount of decaying seagrass and
algae reaching the foreshores of the lakes.
Considering effectiveness, cost and environmental side effects, the
Committee considers that the best way of removing weeds is to push
them out of the water with a swamp dozer and to take the stockpiles
of weed away by truck. The removal of decaying weed from the
foreshores is a work which the Council has authority to carry out.

The Committee was unable to find a satisfactory inexpensive method
of controlling weed growth on lake foreshores .

Weed removal at Canton Beach, Long Jetty and Elizabeth Bay could
promote the use of a length of foreshore of about 10 kilometres for
recreational purposes.

Left: Swamp dozer clearing weeds from th e lakes
Below: Weed on Canton Beach

Canton Beach after cleaning and contouring sand

.. . the adopted Structure Plan for Gosford I Wyong can be implemented withoul
Development in Wyong Shire is guided generally by the Gosford l
Wyong Structure Plan and in more specific detail by the Wyong Shire
Planning Scheme.
With the adoption of the Structure Plan in 1977, a staged release of
land has commenced for residential, industrial and commercial
purposes. Areas at Bateau Bay , Berkeley Vale , Chittaway Point , North
Wyong, Mardi and Gorokan I Kanwal have been approved in principle
for early development for residential purposes. About 400 hectares of
land at Tuggerah / Berkeley Vale will soon be released for light and
general industrial purposes.
Development along these lines will mean more people will want
foreshore parkland and facilities on the western side of the lakes for
picnicking, walking , swimming, sailing , fishing, outdoor sports and
other recreational uses.
The Committee considers that this urban development can proceed
without detrimentally affecting the lakes.

Above: Line-up of catamarans
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Right: Growth of Wyong means that more people will want to use the lakes

• • • the lakes are not highly polluted

and water quality is good
The Committee found little evidence of a deterioration in the
water quality of the lakes.
It found that water quality was generally satisfactory, except
in isolated areas after periods of rainfall when quality is
affected by sullage from septic tanks.
State Pollution Control Commission monitoring in the lakes
indicates that the water shows no unnatural nutrient
enrichment from incomplete treatment of sewage. Both
Wyong Shire and the Health Commission of New South Wales
regularly measure bacterial water quality at the foreshores .
The State Pollution Control Commission's water quality
surveys have provided sufficient background data on which
to base pollution control activities. Future surveys will be
orientated towards short term interim studies to establish
whether changes have occurred.
Occasionally, illegal discharges or overflows of septic tank
wastes enter the lakes through street drains. These incidents
will be reduced in the near future when the sewerage system
forWyong is extended to unsewered areas.
The Committee believes that observations should be
continued on the silt loads in streams entering the lakes and
on rates of deposition of sediments in the lakes.

Left, top: Peace on the lakes
Left: Pedestrian access across the channel
Right: Moorings are important
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.. . the eRect of the power station operations on overall lake ecology
is small and acceptable
The biggest local industry on the lakes is power generation .
The effects of the Munmorah Power Station on the ecology and water
quality of the lakes were investigated and found to be small and
acceptable. Munmorah Power Station draws cooling water from Lake
Munmorah and discharges into Budgewoi Lake.
Heated water discharges from the power station are confined to
Budgewoi Lake and do not affect the overall temperatures of the
Tuggerah Lakes system . Measurements at nine locations in the Tuggerah
Lakes show that there are no differences apart from temperature between
the water quality in the heated and unheated regions of the lakes.
Fish are attracted to warm water discharged from Munmorah Power
Station , especially during winter months.

The fishermen and th e birds can five together

The biggest local industry is power generation
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• • • some areas of the lakes must be preserved and maintained
in their natural state
The lakes are a natural asset of high value. They have been subject to
a range of development which the Committee believes must be allowed
to continue, subject to controls . At the same time , some areas of the
lakes must be maintained in a natural state. Areas have been identified
where the Planning and Environment Commission and Wyong Shire
Council will apply appropriate guidelines and controls.
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There have been suggestions that large scale dredging and
reclamation will improve conditions for swimming and boating. However,
it is considered that the benefits from this work would not compensate
for the ecological disturbance of the natural lake bed .
The Committee believes consideration should be given to protecting
some samples of important feeding and breeding areas for waterbirds
from the effects of urbanisation .
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Wo,ks P,og,amme
The Committee has not recommended that any specific works be undertaken,
but In Its report has set out a programme of maintenance and capital works,
consistent with Its findings, and which would -
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• Improve water quality
• promote recreational use of the lakes
• prevent deterioration of the channels
• conserve natural features
Works to Improve water quality would Include the removal of weed, particularly
In the areas of Canton Beach, Long Jetty and Elizabeth Bay.
Water quality can also be Improved by the Introduction of stormwater drainage
systems which would allow urban development to proceed around the lakes
without aggravating the stormwater drainage problem in flood liable land which
has already been developed for urban purposes.
The development of new recreation and tourist facilities would Include new
boat ramps, development of picnic areas and other facilities at North Entrance
Peninsula and on the west and eastern sides of Lake Munmorah.
Acquisition of several wetland habitats would ensure the preservation of
environmentally sensitive areas.

ENQUIRIES
The authorities represented on the Interdepartmental committee were•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Works Department, N.S.W.
Electricity Commission of N.S.W.
Health Commission of N.S.W.
N.S.W. State FIsheries
Maritime Services Board of N.S.W.
Department of Lands
Planning and Environment Commission ,
N.S.W.
• Wyong Shire Council
• State Pollution Control Commission
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Enquiries concerning the report should be addressed to:
The Secretary
or
Public Works Department
The Shire Clerk,
State Office Block
Wyong Shire CounCil ,
Phillip Street
Wyong, N.S.W. 2259
Sydney, N.S.W. 2000
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Weed removal to reduce
offensive odour (13 Kml
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Stage 1 of open space
acquis it ion program
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PROPOSED WORK PROGRAM
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